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Here you can find the menu of Monte Kemer in Goeynuek Mahallesi. At the moment, there are 12 courses and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Nikita Nogovitsyn likes about Monte

Kemer:
It is one of the best restaurants in Kemer for authentic Turkish food. I highly recommend their lamb shoulder I
have never tried such delicate and tender lamb meat. Service was excellent, and prices were moderate. Make
sure you have a reservation on a patio for dinner because this place gets busy at night. Service: Dine in Meal

type: Dinner Price per person: ₺300–400 Food: 5 Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 read more. The diner is accessible
and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather, you can
also sit outside and eat and drink. WLAN is available free of charge. What Merve Köse doesn't like about Monte

Kemer:
Their chicken is not very tasty. The atmosphere of the place is nice and the prices are reasonable, but the

service is very slow. We waited 40 minutes. Even the check came late and they hardly took care of the table. A
place that serves entirely foreign tourists. I don't think it will happen again. Food: 1 Service: 1 Atmosphere: 3
read more. At Monte Kemer, scrumptious dishes from around the world are freshly cooked for you, The

palate also enjoys easy digestible Mediterranean dishes that are available. There are also exquisite dishes
available, typical for Europe, In addition to that, the guests of the local can also eat typical menus from Turkey -

from Lahmacun to different Kebabs and even sticky-sweet desserts.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

�tra�
WASABI

Sid� dishe�
SCAMPI

Beef
PEPPER STEAK

Sweet� & Dessert�
APPLE PIE

Cereal�
STARTING

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

LAMB

SALAD

LAMB CHOPS

STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

GARLIC

MUSHROOMS

SHRIMP

APPLE
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Opening Hours:
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